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OVERVIEW
vThe role of libraries
vDigital media
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A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
v1997 - electronic publishing forecast
to be 5 - 15% of the market by 2002
v2006 - 90% of [English language)
scholarly journals now available
electronically
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THE ROLE OF LIBRARIES
vSupporting students and teachers
vSupporting researchers
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SUPPORTING STUDENTS
vComputer provision in libraries
ÿChanging design concepts?
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SUPPORTING TEACHERS
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CHANGES IN THE CULTURE OF
UNIVERSITIES
vBlurring of boundaries between the
role of teachers and librarians
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SUPPORTING RESEARCHERS
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CONSOLIDATION IN THE
INDUSTRY
vGlobal market share of scientific journals
28.2% - Elsevier
14.1% - Springer
  9.5% - Thomson
  3.9% - John Wiley
  3.6% - Taylor and Francis Ingenta
  3.6% - American Chemical Society
  3.6% - Blackwell Publishing
66.4%


















vAdvocacy – getting content
vCopyright
vMetadata creation
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OPEN ACCESS PUBLISHING
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CHANGES IN THE
INFORMATION SECTOR
v Blurring boundaries between industry
sectors
ÿConverging roles of players in the
industry
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NEW ROLES AND SKILLS?
vDeveloping tools and services to help users
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Thank you for your attention
Questions?
Comments?
http://www.rgu.ac.uk/abs
